
 
 

CCC v Horningsham – Wednesday 27th June 2018 
 
Fresh from their exciting victory at the Fonthill 7’s tournament, Chilmark’s triumphant cricketers put 
an exclamation mark on a fine week’s work by defeating Horningsham on Wednesday evening. 
 
There was no need to fix what weren’t broke for the home team, meaning it was youth to the fore 
with undefeated captain Brand King marshalling the troops in his poorly washed, holey whites. 
 
After winning the toss the skipper told Jack Stearman and Brett Allen to go out and bat for twenty 
overs so the rest of the team could enjoy the heat without having to break into a sweat. Whilst not 
exactly Napoleon at Austerlitz as far as tactical prowess goes, the plan had at the very least a 
statistical justification - Stearman is averaging 200 this season while Allen has a strike rate of similar 
astronomical dimensions. And after Stearman hit the first ball of the innings down the ground for 
four, it seemed a masterstroke. 
 
Allen took a few more balls to get going, but once he did there wasn’t much stopping him. As the 
boundaries racked up and Chilmark’s score barrelled along at more than ten an over, there was a 
very strong feeling amongst the home team that a score of well over 200 was on the cards. Then an 
aberration: Stearman got out. To put this into context, this is just the third time he’s been dismissed 
whilst playing for Chilmark all season. 
 
The wicket did nothing to stop Allen, however. He peppered the boundary with some cracking 
drives, and then when he was sure he had his eye in, started clearing them as well, bringing up his 
half century with a ball that sailed over the Pettigrew end by a good fifteen yards. Darren Lee used 
to be the one Chilmark expected this sort of batting from, however his confidence was ebbing low 
after an infamous six over innings for the sum total of one run in the 7’s final. Consequently he 
managed just the one boundary before swinging all around a straight one and being bowled for 
seven. 
 
Brand King joined Allen and made a relatively comfortably looking 11, then managed to get out of 
the way of a straight one and lose his stumps. No matter, Allen was still there and all was looking 
good for Chilmark. Yep. Then this happened… 
 
Jason Stearman bowled for a duck; Brett Allen finally stumped for 82; Reg Allen bowled for six. By 
now the wickets were falling so quickly that at one stage there was talk of taking pads out to Felix 
Woodroffe standing as the square leg umpire so that he’d be ready to bat. Patrick Craig-McFeely 
steadied the innings briefly with some stout defence, then was bowled for a duck (the Doc claimed 



this was the first time he had chopped on in his entire career, though given that he still uses a bat 
the width of a stump this is not as surprising as it sounds). Ben Fowles looked the best of the middle 
order, very nearly hitting his first six since Napoleon was a boy, before he too was bowled (for 10). 
What had once looked like being a total over 200 was thus reduced to 167, with Pete Corbin (7) and 
Woodroffe (2) left undefeated as the dust settled. 
 
No matter. Chilmark had the youth! The future. The bendy backs and runny legs. Yes. Ignoring this 
King opened the bowling with Carl Jacobs, who has recently taken (slightly) early retirement. It 
seemed a counter-intuitive move, however there was Napoleonic method to this madness. Firstly, if 
you’re going to bowl Jacobs, doing it before the batsmen have had time to get their eye in is the 
least destructive way to do so. Secondly, and far more importantly, Jacobs needed to get off the 
field early to start the barbecue. 
 
Jacobs took to his role as opening bowler like a badger on a poorly fenced chicken coop. He bowled 
straight and slow and with the look of someone who knew how to look like they knew what they 
were doing. It was the face of a man who had worked for countless years in the tobacco industry 
convincing people everything was fine. And it was enough to flummox Horningsham’s batsmen as 
they played cautiously and scored just three runs. From the non-Pettigrew end Felix Woodroffe 
bowled for the first time in twelve months. Being (as aforementioned) youthful he didn’t bother 
with much of a warm up, just sent the ball down at breakneck speed off about six strides. Fast, it 
was; accurate, it was not. The busiest player on the field was Darren Lee fielding at a very fine leg 
(ironic if you’ve seen the bruise on his thigh). As each Woodroffe delivery zipped past the batsman 
and ‘keeper Jason Stearman, Lee had about half a second to get himself into position to field the 
ball. For the most part he did so successfully, though once he realised he could be just as effective 
using his boot as his hands, the dye was cast. Sure enough, shortly afterwards he kicked the ball into 
the fence for four and Horningsham’s highest scorer was the Woodroffe/Lee partnership. 
 
Jacobs bowled so well he was given a third over, during which two remarkable things occurred at 
once: he took a wicket and a catch. It happened so fast there was very little time for anyone, least of 
all Jacobs himself, to stuff it up. He bowled straight, the batsman hit it straight back, and Jacobs 
caught it diving forward. A few overs later he went off to start the barbecue feeling justifiably 
chuffed with himself. 
 
Woodroffe’s bowling improved but the only person more relieved than Lee when his spell was over, 
was Woodroffe himself, who had to suffer the ignominy of being given bowling advice from Frog 
Lane’s eighth best cricketer Ben Fowles. Jack Stearman took over from the non-Pettigrew end and 
immediately made a breakthrough, when a top edge stayed in the air long enough for everyone to 
get out of Jason Stearman’s way so he could catch it. Then Pete Corbin chimed in with a classic 
Corbin wicket (clean bowled) and celebrated with a classic Corbin pose (hands on hips, staring off 
into the middle distance, head slightly tilted - like a man considering his own flatulence). 
 
This would be the last wicket Corbin would take though, as a wardrobe malfunction hampered his 
bowling thereafter. It manifested in the rather unfortunate snapping of elastic in his briefs, which 



had the undesirable effect of rendering him el commando beneath his whites each time he reached 
the bowling crease. 
 
Whilst Corbin dealt with this problem Jack Stearman continued to take wickets. A catch by 
Woodroffe at short cover was followed by the flattening of the batsman’s stumps. Despite this 
Horningsham continued to plunder runs, and on a fast outfield the nine an over they required with 
six to go was eminently achievable. 
 
However when Brett Allen came on to bowl from the Pettigrew end the visitors saw that it was 
easier said than done. He didn’t take any wickets but his pace kept them from playing any attacking 
strokes, and it was only a few fielding errors that kept the scoreboard ticking over. When King came 
on from the non-Pettigrew end and bamboozled batsmen with his slower ball the game veered 
decisively in the home team’s favour. In the wash up the skipper ended up with four wickets as 
Horningsham fell 19 runs short. 
 
Chilmark CC 167-8 (B Allen 82; Jack Stearman 15) defeated Horningsham CC 149-9 (B King 4-21; 
Jack Stearman 3-28). 

 
An apology. In the last report your correspondent erroneously described the place where the 
Fonthill 7’s trophy was being kept as Darren Lee’s ‘shed’. It has been brought to my attention that, in 
fact, this building would be more accurately described as a ‘cabin’. I offer my sincerest apologies to 
Darren Lee for my poor choice of noun and am reassured that all relevant planning permissions were 
obtained before construction of said cabin. Winking face emoji. 


